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INTRODUCTION V /v/v/wwwv
Evidence is accumulating that the distribution of ocean internal wave energy among space-time scales may follow a universal law. Munk (1972. 1975) have proposed tentative forms for this distribution that agree fairly well with a variety of spatial and temporal measurements taken in several locations. It is t'»mp( ing to ascribe such a universal distribution, if it indeed exists, to a saturation phenotranon, in w u ich energy in excess of the saturated value at a given wavelength and frequency is quickly dissipat&d through nonlinear exchange or turbulent breaking.
In another paper, Garratt and Munk (1972 A) explore this idea further. They argue that a saturated distribution will be marginally stable, experiencing instabilities only occasionally to balance the slow input of energy. Borrowing the inverse Richardson number, Ri , from the theory of parallel stratified flew as a measure of instability, they find that the values implied by their distribution are of an order that would indeed suggest marginal stability.
Suppose we take this idea a step further: If the limiting distribution is determined by physical saturation such that Ri , or some other suitable measure of excitation, attains a uniform, universal statistical level, we ought to be able to use this information to deduce a priori the. form of the distribution. In this paper, such a saturation hypothesis is proposed and its consequences worked out in detail.
For reasons that will be explained, a modified measure of excitation better suited to internal waves, tht; vortex intensity, is introduced in place of the traditional Ri" . The vortex intensity resembles Ri except that total vor^icity is substituted for velocity shear. As will be seen, the assumption of a statistically uniform level of excitation throughout the thermocline leads to an energy distribution that is physically reasonable and not in obvious contradiction to existing spatial and temporal measurements, yet quite different in cerl ^n respects from the distribution of Garrett and Munk. The major difi^rence is in the warn I partitioning of energy among the normal modes or vertical wavenumbers, and this difference is not easily distinguishable observationally except through cross-spectral analysis of multi-depth data. Curiously, the model of uniform vortex intensity developed here yields exact analytic preiictions of spatial autospectra and vertical coherence, independent of the density-stratification profile, and on this account the model is very directly testable.
The treatment given here assumes no steady shear current and no rotatirn (no inertial waves). One horizontal dimension, x, is used for notational convenience, but the generalization to two dimensions is straightforward.
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•1 . which reduces to Ri" in the long-wave limit, IcO.
Equation ( As a general descriptor of internal wave excitation, the vortex intensity has another very desirable property:
Vortex intensity is a conserved dencity'
Consider a system of internal waves, again at fixed k for simplicity, with an arbitrary, time-dependent vertical structure. We can define 2 a total excitation I per unit surface area by integrating e over the vertical column.
a definition analogous to that for total energy, with e replacing displacement and velocity. Squaring Eq. (11), we get 1 -/y* a*a c"
and by the orthogonality rule of Eq. (3) we find
In the limit of linearized dynamics, the excitation I belonging to a group of waves remains unchanged as the group propagates vertically through different, possibly dissimilar, parts of the thermocline.
The excitation has dimensions of length denoting both the level of intensity and the total depth of the water column involved.
Equation (13) Defined thus in terms of mean square amplitudes, the ensemble is formally in equilibrium under linearized dynamics. This should be distinguished from physical equilibrium, which is attained when the mean square amplitudes slowly adjust themselves to bring the generation mechanisms, nonlinear energy exchange among modes and wavenumbers, and dissipation into balance. We assume that the time scale for the processes of physical equilibrium is much longer than the oscillation periods u so that tne m stationary ensemble with linearized dynamics is a useful model of equilibrium over many periods.
Can we bypass the intervening physics and directly characterize the saturated, "fully aroused" internal wave field by means of the vor-. ex amplitude? We have argued that the vortex intensity is a plausible measure of local excitation relative to instability, and have sliown that it is the density of an invariant, the so-called excitation 1. A reasonable guess is that in a saturated field, the excitation is uniformly distributed in depth and among length scales. We make the following hypothesis:
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At a given wavenmberj the exaltation is partitioned unifowly among the modes.
This proposed distribution implies the following relation among modal mean-square amplitudes and energies:
where I is the universal excitation per mode.
Tote I energy is finite.
The total mean energy is
now c is a declining function of m (see Figure 1) , which in the limit of high mode numbers is not badly approximated by the V<KB values 
o Amplitudes at different deptas are completely uncorrelated, and the field e is seen to be spectrally white with respect to vertical wavenumber:
The vortex amplitudes are in a state of "maximum chaos".
DISTRIBUTION OVER HORIZONTAL SCALES
To generalize the foregoing from a particular horizontal wavenumber to all wavenumbers simultaneously, one merely replaces every mean square quantity by its corresponding spectral density. The f ndamental spectrum is then, by hypothesis, the universal excitation spectrum I(k) and the related mode-amplitude and energy spectra are 
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Some Consequences ot the Proposed Distribution
A uniformly excited internal-wave field will have certain observable characteristics that make it easy to distinguish by means of the appropriate measurements. As one might guess, the most definitive meassurements will be those capable of directly resolving horizontal wavenumber, i.e., multi-depth towed measurements, since the proposed distribution assigns energy over spatial scales. Temporal data from moored or floating multi-depth measurements can provide additional checks, but as will be seen, probably cannot by themselves confirm the distributions. 
Vertical coherence.
The two-depth cohererce spectra predicted by Eqs. (31) and (33) 
has « partlcilarly jl«ple predicted (*rm ^ is the lesser depth):
The behavior of the «ilti-depth autospectra and transfer spectra pre- Treatment of towed measurements reoreThe spectral densities treated above, which are intended to sent distributions over ecalar wavenumber in two dimensions, are not the same as tow spectra obtained by Fourier transform and should not be strictly compared. The expected covariance of isotherm levels at two depths z 1 , z 2 and two horizontal positions ^ x 2 along the tow.
is related to the (equivalent one-dimensional) cross-spectral density
where kcose is the projected periodicity along the tow direction of compunents making an angle 6 with the tow direction-Thus, 
COMPARISON WITH THE DISTRIBUTION OF GARRETT AND MUNK
For simplicity, we limit the comparison to frequencies u well below the maximum and set the inerlial i quency to zero in the GarrettMunk expression, which allows us to assume that the dispersion curves
